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Abstract 
 
Ideology what is one of the controversial terms of political science, generally may be evaluated as a pattern that presents, 
evaluates and interprets the world in a particular form. Popularity of the discussions about “The end of the ideologies” do not 
change the reality of being the most important legitimacy for the powers. In this sense, while the ideological preferences are 
reproducing, it can be told, legitimacy is gained to the sovereign on the structural area by aestheticizing the objects. Ideologies 
beared missions about explaining and also changing the world, on the other hand architechture is born from the need of people 
about regulating the environment and the world, when these are thougt together, some inferences can be set about the relation 
between ideology and architecture. Additionally, seperating this thougt from the pure political ideologies, making sense of 
ideology as a perspective for the events and a though system which inscribed to the individuals’ minds, can make easier of the 
detection of the relation between these two phenomenon. This study is going to try to point out, departing from usage of 
architecture by the ideologies as an area of 1 power and legatimacy, irrelevance with the property of the political regime,  at all 
the political society that consist ruling and ruled, ideology makes reflects on architecture. For that, in historical context 
examples of Turkey will be utilized and as the method, descriptively and historicaly methods will be prefered.  
 
 
1. An overview of the ideology concept 
 
The ideology notion what has a lot of disagreements about its definition and usage, is the most sliding notion in the field 
of social sciences according to the some (Mclellan, 2005: 1). It is firstly produced by the philosopher Destutt de Tracy as 
“the science that examine thougt.” by integrating two word : “idea” and “logos” (Bogdanor, 1999: 347). It’s meaning 
changed by the time. Ideology that emerged as a science what examining intellectual roots with the Tracy, began to find a 
response as straining a social reality or a superstructure that existing by the effect of material circumstances with the 
clasical marxism. The notion, expressed as a system of thougt that constituted by a particular class for protecting its own 
benefits, by the texts of Marks and Engels. 
Ideology that seems one of the sources of legitimacy of the bourgeoisie in the classic marxism, covered negatively 
and defended as a notion that used for straining realities. However Lenin, mentions about the necessary of a working 
class ideology for stand up against ideology of bourgeoisie by loading a positive meaning to the ideology notion. Neo-
marxists involved to the ideology arguements and carried the situation to different dimensions. 
Antonio Gramsci defended superstructure is be able to determine infrastructure in particular terms by pulling out 
himself from the classical super-infrastructure analyses. Gramsci who believe it is wrong to see the state just a press 
agent, pointed out the persuasion factor about the directioning of mass. He expressed that the state can be form the 
public by the ideology that is stronger than hard power and press. The role of hegemonia that formed by though-consent 
composition is emphasized about making people adopted and internalized the ideology. 
The other philosopher Althusser (2003: 129-212), deepened the arguemant a bit more and supported the view that 
ideology is a press agent of the state but handled the ideological agents that creates a consent area too. By the way, the 
though-press agents of the states and the ideological agents of the states came up. According to the philosopher, there 
are “ideological agents of the state” that make it hegemonic beside press agents like bureocracy, army and the police. 
The ideological agents of the state are religious, educational, familious, legislative, politic, sendical, 
comunicational, and cultural forms. In that context, schools, political parties, radio and television, literature, beautiful arts, 
sports and etc. make the system sustainable, and load ideological functions to reproduce it. One more deepening 
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addition to the notion of ideology is from Karl Mannheim (1995: 77-101) The philosopher handled the notion as “partial” 
and “united”. The increasing importance of the ideology maintained in the era of between two world war. Particularly in 
the Europe it seemed the existing of the states that formed by political ideologies.  But the post World War II era, 
industrializing, economic growth and the welfare state applications decreased the disparities between social classes and 
it brougt the “end of the ideologies” arguement.  
Aron (1962: 314) said that the ideological arguements circumstances gone away with the integration of working 
class to the system in the east and west too. Lipset (1960: 408) said democratic challenge will continue without ideologies 
by the similar reasons. Bell (2001: 393-407) defended the “end of the ideologies” assertation with the reasons about 
widespreading welfare. However it does not mean the “end of the ideologies” arguements make the ideologies less 
important. Because, “end of the ideologies” assertation is also an ideology too, and supporter of this thought can not be 
underestimated. Additionaly, not only class conflicts and class disparities can be solved in some societies but it is not an 
appropriate analyse to think all the problems are solved about human-nature, human-human and human-political power 
problems (Örs, 2009: 39). In some regions that are behind the western world on the development indicators, it is very 
clear, ideologies are determining about particular subjects. 
After the development indicators increases a particular degree, identity challenges will be substituted with class 
conflicts similarly to western states. 
The function of being an answer to the individuals about the questions on its personality and bring in an identity 
and give a meaning to the world where the individuals live there by including some internal consistencies of the 
ideologies, show us the importancy of the notion.  
As a result, like Örs (2009: 42) expressed too, the change in ideologies and carrier of the ideologies can be 
mentioned more than the end of the ideologies. 
The ideology notion how must be handled? With a general definition, ideology is a symbol loaded belief and 
statement pattern that provides the world as a particular form, comments and evaluates,  designed for forming the action 
styles and make the others unsuitable (Kettler, 1994: 393). But all the definitions of the ideology can be find as wrong, 
large, narrow, deficient, biased etc. Eagleton (1991: 18), made a sequences when handling the meaning variety about 
ideology. 
- The meaning at the social life, the production process of the indicators and social values. 
- A group of idea that owns a particular social coterie or a class. 
- The ideas for legitimate a sovereign political power. 
- Wrong ideas that are serving for legitimate a sovereign political power. 
- The communication that strained systematically. 
- A thing that provide a particular statue to the subject. 
- Thought forms motivated by the social benefits. 
- The idea of consubstaintiality. 
- Social obligatory illusion.  
- Conjuncture of statement and power. 
- A place where the social actors with knowledge meaning their lives in it. 
- A group of beliefs that aims action.  
- Complication of linguistic and notional realities. 
- Semiotic inclusion. 
- An inevitable place where individuals live their relationships with the social structure in it. 
- The process that social life transforms into the natural reality.  
The fixing of Ball (Baradat, 2012: 16), about making the ideology far away from understanding if it defined exactly, 
because everybody has a description for ideology according to themselves. Because, rather than seeing ideology as a 
fenomenon that has exact contents, handling it flexably is healthier. 
Eventhough there is no reconciling about the definition of ideology in the literature, as expressed by Ball, five basic 
feature can be agreeed about definition of it. First of these features is being ideology a political notion. Secondly, ideology 
is being comprised with a future imagination that full of hopes and thoughts interested with current. Third feature is, 
additively to ideology is a promising a good future by defining reality, being action intented to reach it. Forthly, ideology 
targets the mass. Fifth and the last features is ideology can be expressed with simple terms that ordinary people could 
understand because of being targeted the mass. 
After the general evaluations about ideology, it must be handled with a larger perspective because it can be 
thought the definitions and the notions prevents the exemption of movement. In that context, all the definiton of ideologies 
that stated above, beside agreeing the analyses about the content of the ideologies, we support a more comprehensive 
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definition. This kind of definiton corresponds with the definiton of Eagleton (1991: 55). According to it, ideology is a 
general and material process that produces the ideas, beliefs and values at the social life.  
 
2. Interpreting the relationship between Ödeology and architecture 
 
In the present day, the transformations of the ideologies must be point out for making analyses about ideology and 
architecture. Actually for modern era that the positivism is dominant, it is easier. Regarding to this term, 
comprehensive/macro ideologies that seems dominant piece, internalized the misson for transformation of the society by 
efffecting all the area at the frame of rational statement. It has no doubt, architecture took its own share from this 
situation. For post modernism era, rapidly developing micro ideologies can be mentioned as addition to the macro 
ideologies even their effects decreases in particular degree. Ths situation brings the view flexibility to the notion of 
ideology. 
As Therborn (2008: 8) pointed out too, it is more suitable to see the ideologies as social processes rather than 
seeing them owned ideas as a property that owned. From there, that meaning coming out, ideologies are complicated 
“calling” processes which are directed to the society.  “Complicated” term is meaning, all the symbols and voices 
disonances in a random street of a city rhather than a text that comunicating a simple reader or than a tv character or 
speaker who is addressing the crowd. Architecture is a way of communication that is a “calling” by the symbols or 
visuality.  
Already, visualities had a critical importance in all that three era, before modern, modern or post-modern. When the 
relationship between ideology and architecture wanted to mean, the statements like “architectural ideology” or 
“ideological architecture” comes out.  Both of these statements emphasizes the dominance of the ideology, eventhough 
there are some who defend the differentions between these statements. Because, when it handled at intellectual 
dimension, it is clear the dominant determiner is the ideology. In the background of both term, we can mention about a 
directly ideological imagination or a part of the ideological imagination. The importance of structure is emerging when we 
thougt about the ideologies making macro programs for effective social and economic administration by targeting the 
public (Freeden, 2011: 51). All the constructures are may be not a reflection a direct ideology but it may be a reflection of 
a bigger ideological imagination. 
Any ideology is science, art, philosophy or law and any ideology has a function of these notions. But that can be 
stressed the sicence, art, philosophy, and law notions born from ideological formings and have functions of the ideologies 
(Therborn, 2008: 13). Like nearly all the human activities, these notions covered with ideological nets too. It seems when 
the architecture handles, there is a constant relationship between lifestyles and culture and architecture. In that context 
architecture is representing lifestyles and culture beside that this culture and lifestyle are producing some object, symbols 
and languages as representors (Güzer, 2007: 8). It must not be pointed out that architecture is independent from 
idelogies and an autonom notion from this production thought. Because, as Tafuri expressed too, architecture is a 
legitimacy product rather than an action that has the transformational strenght. That is why, architecture is a reflection of 
ideological dominance. It means, ideology esthetize precursors of ideologies by determining the perception of 
architecture. 
Exactly in that point, Althusser’s analyse gains importance. Because there is a close relationship with power and 
architectural practices.  The ideological agents of state enables forming the wanted architectural culture in the context of 
reproduction and comsumption. As SargÕn (2007: 22-23) expressed too about the two degrees of the importance of 
ideological representation and the reproduction of preferences. First one is the process of internalizing. In that process 
the ideological preferences of the power owners, became a piece of the ordinary people by the agency of agreed places 
with melting in the dynamics of life. It means the normalization of the ideological preferences interested with it. The 
second is the process of esthetizing of representations. In that process the preferences of the sovereigns legitimates at 
an important area. The sovereign ideology begins to send some symbols about the subjects of beauty and the ugliness 
and put this symbols to the day life with a mastery. That is why it does not face a situation of directly refusing. A “value” 
determined for several things from consumption good to the constructed environment and handled everything as beautiful 
or ugly by this context. The “thing” is internalized by liking it or refused and made the other. 
The traces of the relationship between the ideology and the architecture can be observed sometimes clearly but 
sometimes covered. The important thing is pointing out the determining power of the ideology. When it examined 
historically, monumental architecture that composes the silluettes of the cities are formed by the sovereign power’s 
ideology. In that point it is possible to see the feticism of silluette in the cities. The fear mixed respect, adoration and 
esthetic interest transmiting structures of the public buildings, corresponds with the statements of “ideological 
architecture” or “architectural ideology”. 
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It is a changeble but permanent situation that the determining the architecture by the ideology. The scructures that 
are big, spectacular, adorable, givig legitimacy, referencing history and pointing the good and warning about bad, 
provides esthetized sides of ideologies. Apart from what is the features of regimes, it is possible to mention about 
relationship between the ideology and the architecture. Even its violance is changeble, the determining effect of the 
ideologies on the architecture is a base independent from the type of regimes, it does not matter it is authoriter, totalliter 
or democratic. 
 
3. The relationship of ideology, power and architecture: Turkey 
 
The time and the place, enable new relationships or transform the existings like they provide opportunities to composing 
social relationships. There are several agents that forming the place. In this part, examining on the effect of ideology and 
the power about forming places will be tried. 
Generaly it can be said, “ideology; what is discrete thoughts that produced by referencing realities, when the 
architecture came word, transform into a whole systematic thoughts and notions which are controling and regulating the 
environment that constructed to make the life meaningful, for benefits of humanbeing (Yüce, 1996: 115). 
The ideologies are being transferred to individuals by the hand of  “ideological tools of the state” which hiddenly 
carries the ideology of sovereign social class that handling power. We can add “place” to the group of pyhsical tools that 
transfer ideologies which are identified by Althusser. Place; is a stage that the transfer materialized on it. Place is a tool 
that transmits the existing of power, legitimates the power and naturalizes the power (Yeúilkaya, 2003: 18-19). Currently, 
place is fairly transforming into a show area. Because of that it is impossible to interprete it, independent from the power 
and the ideology. “It is impossible to think about a physical environment apart from the culture of society which live there. 
That is why every mental and behavioral processes particularly ideology as elements of culture, inevitably effects the 
architecture as a concreting face of culture in the physical environment (Eyüce 1996: 115).  
At that point, if it is necessary to look to Foucault, place is an area which the statements about power and 
information turn in to real power relationships.. The hierarchy that rests upon a power is being directly reproduced by the 
architecture however this is a particular example like every military thing -simple and particular in society- (Foucault, 
1982: 12-17). 
In the knowledge of architect or not, place is an ideological tool and organically tied up with the process of 
ideological transmiting realizes (Yeúilkaya, 2003: 19). All the forces, want to use the tools which underline its strength on 
the society that it liked to have control on that. The most important tool that is able to show this strength is the 
architecture on the spacial environment. Therefore, architecture is a tool that institutions which are handling the social, 
religional, administrative, economic power, for providing this force to the rest of society as a symbolised message. This 
form is a feature that determined by the semantic between meaning and content.  
Architectural products have been expression agent of the social roles in the society, statue disparities, 
collectivities, social conditions, ideological approaches, culturel, economic and technological proficiencies, during the 
history (Cimcoz, 1996: 50). With another utterance, it seems the power oftenly transform their strengths into the symbols 
by the agency of architecture. The effect of the ideology on the architecture begins its producing phase. Ideologies are 
biased to put out some mottos about how to create a product. Mostly, that imagination motto is an answer pattern at the 
same time. For example, “form follows function” motto of the modernist ideology is a typical answer pattern and ideologic 
catchword and its aim is showing a direction to the architect about how to design – interpret the product. 
Modernist ideology is telling us architecturel form must not be apart from function and must not be in only an 
esthetycal composition.  But, ideology is not able to determine “how to be”, it is only able to determine “how not to be” 
(Tanyeli, 1984: 79).  
N. Hadjinicolaou emphasizes  “The sovereignity of rulling class and in all societies esthetycal ideological area is 
determined by the rulling class.” Thereby “ esthetycal ideology is determining by the dominant sovereign class” (1987: 23-
26). And the other philosopher Tafuri says, shortly “Architectur is a reflection of the dominant class.” 
The most concrete examples of the relationship between ideology, power and the architecture can be observed 
clearly in the totaliter regimes. Particularly, Stalin term Soviet Union and the Nazi term Germany, it worth to attention the 
applications of the power on its own ideology and architectural space. The most famous architect of Nazi term Albert 
Speer pointed the passion about making the biggest, as “Megalomania” can be seen in that regimes. The basic 
charactheristic is devastatic sized and gigantic and monumental constructions.  
As it is existing in Turkey too, the strength of power on the society is hidden at the basis of that devastatic sizes. 
This interesting and megalomaniac constructions have another effect beside proving the strength of power to the public. 
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The power which proving its strength to the public, at the same time it is effected by its own strength (Yeúilkaya, 2003: 
21-26).   
At the last years, we faced with examples of the megalomaniac architecture in Turkey too. All the strengthful 
powers in the Turkish political history, tried to create projects about recomposition of cities and design of places. As the 
early foundation years of the Turkish Republic, there are examples of place designing according to ideological context in 
following years too.  
Especially, at last years devastating sized “Justice Palaces” that constructed in østanbul are worth to attention. The 
power is opponent of itself at this subject. For example; this process starts with the BakÕrköy Justice Palace, and then in 
the Caglayan the biggest Justice Palace is constructed after that it find a finale with the biggest Justice Palace in the 
World which will be constructed in Kartal. On the other architectural area particularly in the field of shopping malls and the 
skyscrapers, there is an assertation about being the huge or being the biggest in the Europe or the World. The states are 
using the art and architecture as a tool for solidifying their authorities on the puclic and the opponents. This situation 
enables new seekings and aloows ceration of the spectacular monuments (Çam, 1996: 58-64).  Architectural project that 
observed at the last decade in Turkey, are suitable examples of that. 
The existing of the power, transmiting to the “soft curves of brains” by the “silent talkative” symbols and codes, in 
every corner of the cities. The power benefits from architecure for placing the bodies to the space (Foucault, 1992: 162). 
Particularly the power tries to express itself on the city space  over the city squares. When the Turkey example examined, 
it can be observed, current power is trying to express and represent its own ideology and strenght over the city squares. 
Taksim Square is the best example of it. The Taksim Mosque project from the days, the current prime minister was 
the mayor of the østanbul, untill today “the square” developed as an important opposite represent area of the neo-
ottomanist ideology of the power. When we look at the content of the projects about Taksim, there is no rehab or addings 
to the previous projects, they formed as an aim for totally demolition and erasing the traces (AkpÕnar and Gümüú, 2012: 
38). This is recomposition of the space by the power and its ideology in other words. 
At this point if it is necessary to look inside and detailed, Taksim Square from early years until now, took its current 
shape with the several designs and interruptions by the ideological position of the power. Early years of the Republic, the 
projects had been prepared for modernising the city by the modernator ideology. The first plan was prepared by the 
French Architecture and city designer Henri Prost. In that project, functional areas, large squares and the theme of rehab 
of eighteen parks connected with large boulvards was projected in a plan named as “plan de concentration”. At 1930’s, 
nation-state, sees the urbanising process as a transformation tool for the civilication therefore city bourgovasie’s life. 
Some features of the type of “beautiful city” included by the Prost Plan but at the same time it can be put forward the 
public areas-public spaces as a free areas in the plan were connected with the secularizing reforms.  Free areas at that 
plan are not just for viual beauty and connecting different spaces but being a powerful social agent and a politic tool for 
transformation of muslim Ottoman subjecter into the secular citizens. By the way østanbul where the Capital of Ottomans 
would be transform into a republic city and secularized by the “free areas” of Prost. Taksim Gezi Park and the Culture 
Valley where are constructed according to this ideology, transformed into the Square of Turkey by the time (AkpÕnar and 
Gümüú,2012: 38-41). The architecture and the place became tha basic arenas for visualizing the aim of ideologies. 
Taksim Square became a conflict area from the early terms of modernizing process untill today. Particularly, newly 
announced Taksim Square project that includes restruction of “Topçu KÕúlasÕ” (a military building) concretes all that 
conflicts. After the case named 31 March 1908, this building was bombed by the Ottoman rebels, the riot resulted with 
resigning of Sultan Abdulhamid II. This building demolished by the power of its term at 1940’s.  Therefore, in that case we 
can see the conflict between modernists and conservatives.  
Additionally, Taksim is the meeting place for different identities, classes, generations, sub-cultures that is why 
Taksim is an important place to represent and express its ideology for the power. On the other hand, public places like 
Taksim Square, with being the critical connection point past, now and the future, they point out the collective memory and 
knowledge of being citizen by being uniqe life spaces. For that reason Taksim Square and projects of current power 
about it are important cases to give a meaning to the relationship between ideology, power and the place as an effort for 
transforming an important place of public memory.  
As a result, the space is social, and the society is spacial. Furthermore, space is a notion about context of strenght 
relationship as well as contexted by them. The powers benefited the represent force of architecture at maximum degree. 
Utilizing from architecture for representing the existing of power is not a new case. It is certain, powers are going to use 
the space for representing their ideologies and forces in the future like now or the past. All the powers focuses the spaces 
that enables the reproduction of its own ideology. 
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4. Conclusion 
 
The ideologies provides opportunities to make meaningful the life by the function of mapping the social and political 
world. It can be evaluated from the frame of ideology, all the individuals make some analyses about the political 
organizations that they are companion, and find something positive or negative. When that kind of evaluation made, it can 
be said each of the individuals are an ideolog. Already, the irrevocably of the ideologies seems here. It is possible 
through the ideologies, the individuals find some meaning patterns and behave according to them. For that reason the 
ideologies are irrevocable. 
It is suitable to mention about the micro ideologies what are changeble against situations and multi-directional 
rather than large sized macro ideologies when it handled with their transformation. The meaning modifications and the 
flexibilty of the notion of ideology is not effective on the relationship between the ideology and the architecture. Because 
the determining effect of the ideology on the architecture is permanent.  
The political force, by the agency of ideological agents, provides the reproduction and transformation, benefits from 
the space. It can be expressed the space is an ideological agent from the angle of the organic connection with the 
process of ideological transmitting, apart from the knowledge preception of the architect. 
The sovereign ideology faces the composition of space when it is looking for some agents to stiffen its strenght and 
irrevocability and hardened its legatimacy on the controlled society. The most important agent is the architecture that can 
provide this legitimacy in the spacial environment. The sovereign ideology, firstly internalizes and esthetizes itself with the 
architecture. In other words, sovereignity styles of the powers and floor that putting forward its relationships take forms 
with the spacials compositions.  
When the ideology and architecture relationship examined from the angle of Turkey, it is possible to see the 
determining of the ideologies on the composed spaces. It can be said the architecture is a mass comunication style and a 
statement device. It is distinct, this situation not only for current time. When the Ottoman era examined, the palacaes, 
“külliye”, mosques that are constructed by the Emperors, the ideological backgrounds can be evaluated. This situation 
continued in the Turkis Republic which is took over the remainings of this Empire. In a particular term, architecture that 
formed by the modernist ideology, maintained the relationships with the ideology wavely. Seeing this relationship over the 
justice palaces, squares, plazas is possible. This composition that tried to handled over the relationship between the 
ideology and the architecture, is not uniqe and not only for Turkey. In all the styles of regimes, authoriter, totalliter or 
democratic, with some changes of their violence, there is a relationship between the ideology and the architecture by the 
determining of ideologies.  
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